7 daily drawing prompts – week 1

1. a dinosaur playing a musical instrument.
2. a robot jumping rope
3. a pizza with 3 very strange toppings
4. your house if it was on another planet
5. a monster playing a sport
6. bugs having a family dinner
7. a castle with an animal king or queen

SOUL SPARKLETTES
7 daily drawing prompts - week 2

1. a food truck selling something stinky
2. a map to a secret, faraway place
3. a fruit that has made friends with a vegetable
4. an under-the-sea birthday party
5. a cactus who wants a hug
6. an alien on vacation
7. a dragon who is hoarding something other than treasure

SOUL SPARKLETTES
7 daily drawing prompts - week 3

1. a dog dance party
2. a forest full of talking trees or mushrooms
3. an island full of mysterious creatures
4. birds eating your favorite breakfast
5. a garden full of strange looking flowers
6. cats dressed up as superheroes
7. your favorite dessert going out for a walk
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